IOWA FAILS TO SCORE

Nineteen from the junior class will be elected to Alpha Chi Omega, which The Daily Iowan is sponsoring this week. The alumnae, parents, and members of the national organization will be present at the election, which will be held in the Commercial Building on Wednesday afternoon, May 18. The alumnae will elect to cite fifteen members of the junior class to become members of the national organization.

IOWA CITY, IOWA, TUESDAY, MAY 3, 1932

Illinois Leads As Cloud Burst Sweeps Field

Indiana Gains Three Run Lead Before Game Is Called at End of Third

Iowa had started to hand another one in the seventh, but needed some more consistent work to make up for the deficit. The first three innings were quite even, with Iowa leading 1-0. The next seven innings were quite even, with Iowa leading 1-0. The final three innings were quite even, with Iowa leading 1-0.
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HART SCHAFFNER & MARX SPORT SUITS

They have a “lot on the ball”
Young men like them; they have plenty of vim and spirit. New colorings; smart lines. Norfolks, halfbelts, three-quarter belts; one, two, and four button models. See them all; they’re the latest and best priced at 

$42.50
Others at $35-$40-$50-$60

Business Suit

Men who like more conservative styles will find them here; unusual values in the best worsteds and other fine fabrics.

Hard-to-fit Men

This is a specialty with us. We can fit every figure; tall; heavy; short; slender. Satisfaction guaranteed.

From Coast to Coast

no Better Clothes than these

Copyright Hill Hart Schaffner & Marx

Tuesday, May 3, 1932
D. W. Griffith presents

"Orphans of the Storm"

adapted by arrangement with Raye Clayton

With Lillian

and Dorothy Gish

See!!!

—the famous feast scene... BEAUTIFUL women

in the GREAT DANCE... GIRLS IN FOUNTAINS of wine...

most MAGNIFICENT scene ever produced... this scene with

LOWEST COST MORE than ANY THREE DRAMATIC ATTRACTIONS on the stage today, and it is shown only a few minutes in this WONDER WORK.

"MOST BEAUTIFUL LOVE SCENE EVER FILMED"

in the love story between "Heretikes" and the most dash­

ing bachelor of his day in Paris, the handsome Chevalier de Vaudreyl

"Crowing Bald, of "One of the World's Best Comedy Stars" with his funny little pig-tail and mincing dance step... in COMEDY SCENES which are the FINEST IN ALL-COMEDY.

—the scenes at court, MORE SPLENDOR than at Princess Louise's wedding... all AUTUAL REPRODUCTIONS at ENORMOUS cost of the Palace of Versailles in the day of the MOST EVAGANT GOVERN­MINT the world has ever known.

See!!!

—Ray Marsh, star of "The Velvet Lady" and also of Ziegfeld Folly Fasne, with BEAUTIFUL GIRLS, in the WILDEST DANCE ever staged... the dance of Campaniles when all Paris was without law and everyone did as he pleased—

—Most HEART-TOUCHING, intense CLIMAX at end of first part... it STOPs your BREATH.

—the GREAT RIDE TO THE RESCUE at climax... all of America says IT GREATER than "The Birth of a Nation" of the KLU KLUX KLAN or the famous ice scene in "Way Down East"
A tale of the world's strongest man and the world's most daring woman. Reading through the horoscope of each for the Queen of the Flame's best betronus. Seeing the Iflashed City of bicycle. Facing more pains than ever came to mortals since history began!

Iowan will be only picture, the greatest love story of the age. As of it and you will receive a unanimous reply, MOST ARTISTIC PICTURE OF THE SEASON.

asked to mortals the fabled City of Searchillg wOlllan. Seeking Hamil

~ Before such costly sets!


asked to mortals those who were able to get seats what they thought lost treasure. Seeking

for the whole picture. Thursday roam is. You will see the whole feature.